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ABSTRACT 

Ekström, M. 2014. [Children’s Experience of the Schoolyard]. Kulturgeografiska institutionen, 

Arbetsrapportserie, Uppsala universitet. 

 

This study explores the schoolyard, the meaning that children attribute to it and the places it 

contains. Through drawings, observations and group discussions the study tries to home in on 

the children’s daily experiences of a designated space and tries to find how the children 

negotiate and handle the rules of the schoolyard. The study tries to reach both the children’s 

physical and abstract realities by using children’s special competencies. It finds that the 

schoolyard is a space filled with places connected by a narrative of freedom that stands in 

opposition to the rules of the school proper. Some places are found to be places of security 

and belonging while others are seen as belonging to other groups, in particular older 

children’s. The study finds a clear order of power between the different age groups and how it 

might connect to activity. Further it argues that children’s agency might be greater than 

believed as they actively reshape the rules and regulations of the schoolyard in their 

interaction with each other. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Throughout history ‘the child’ has been ascribed many different values, competencies and 

attributes. They were evil or good, for adults to mold or already molded by God. Today most 

recognize that neither of these views is inherently correct. The modern understanding of ‘the 

child’ and ‘childhood’ builds on both the traditional views and those of Piaget and 

developmental psychology and the stages of the ‘naturally developing child’ (James et al., 

1998 pp.17-21). In modern children’s geographies and sociological studies ‘the sociological 

child’ is the basis of much understanding of the modern child, it encompasses many different 

explanations and definitions and has replaced the simplistic views of old. Through a modern 

understanding of children’s realities and the exploration thereof, the social sciences can home 

in on the world that children experience and live in (James et al., 1998, pp.3-34). Further the 

increasing credibility of children as subjects and participants in research is also the basis for 

any ethical and believable research in the field (Farrell, 2006, p.169). This is supported by the 

UN that states that children have a right to be represented in research and societal planning in 

areas that concern children as stated by article 12 (UNICEF, 1989 p.5). Children’s 

geographies play a part in the creation of such knowledge by expanding on children’s 

experiences of place, and the role that place plays in children’s creation of identity. By 

researching how place matters in the process of socialization and sense of belonging 

children’s realities and experiences can be highlighted. I add to this knowledge by exploring 

the schoolyard, one of the few places that are unanimously seen as belonging to children. As 

children’s experience of place is limited to a world of ‘designated spaces’ it is important to 

delve further into these spaces. The gradual inclusion into the adult world is slow and often by 

happenstance (James et al., 1998 p.37), and the effects of which are noticeable even inside 

these designated spaces. This statement is arguably somewhat alien to contemporary Swedish 

society where most places are welcoming of children, as corroborated by Cele (2006 p.98). 

However few would deny that that there are places deemed more or less suitable for 

children’s activities. The schoolyard is a clearly delineated space with boundaries set by 

adults to limit children’s activity and assure their safety. Within these borders children 

experience place and spend a lot of time playing, learning and socializing. Such a place must 

be explored and understood in order to understand the everyday lives of children. 

 

1.1 Purpose 

This essay will explore children’s experiences of the schoolyard and the meanings that 

children attribute to it. 

 

What meaning does the schoolyard have for children? 

 

What places within the schoolyard are of special importance for children? 

 

How do children negotiate the rules of the schoolyard? 
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1.2 Limitations 

In many theories of place, one place is seen as intertwined with other places. Neighborhood 

discourses and issues of scale had to be limited due to the specific area of study. Important 

aspects of scale and relations to other places will be mentioned but will not be examined 

further in this essay. 

As all the children are of almost equal age it is their connections and places that will be 

discussed and looked at primarily, other views are as legitimate but beyond the scope of this 

essay. 

Teachers’ views will be represented through interactions during the time spent at the 

school. The limitations of the study made extensive interviews with educators impossible but 

their expertise and experience is far greater than that which any researcher can attain in such a 

short time span, and their views will be included in the research when applicable.  

 

1.3 Definitions 

The definition of a child, based on the UN Charter of the Rights of a Child, is a person 18 

years old or younger (UNICEF, 1989, p.5). In much research on children terms such as young 

adults, adolescents or variable degrees of young children and old children are applied. For this 

study the ages of the participating children that varies between 8 and 9 years old. The term 

‘child’ will be used to refer to the participating children with variations such as ‘younger’ 

‘older’ referring to those in preschool and those in third grade and higher respectively. 

 

1.4 Disposition 

This essay is split into four major chapters. The first concerns the methodological approach of 

the study. The second part outlines the theoretical framework used in the analysis of the 

empirical data and highlights the focus of the observation and discussions surrounding the 

schoolyard. The third and fourth part concerns the empirical data and the analysis and results 

respectively. The essay is concluded with some remarks regarding the schoolyard as a space 

of places, research with children and some examples of future research 
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2. APPROACHING THE STUDY 

 

Feelings of children about their material and social environments, adult recollections of childhood and 

adult feelings about children in the family, the home, the neighborhood and so on are all important in 

building up a picture of children’s places and spaces (Sibley, 1995, s. 123) 

 

Sibley presents a comprehensive list of prerequisites to understand the places of children; this 

understanding should be reached through knowledge of children’s social world. He also argue 

for a physical relationship between the children and place; as they experience their locations 

viscerally and often explain them through bodily experiences (1995, s. 124). Thus the 

physical world is just as important. The bodily experience of place is not enough, to capture 

those emotions that are hard to reach or put into words one must also find methods that allow 

expression of abstract thoughts and feelings. Cele (2006, p. 36) defines these aspects as 

concrete and abstract experiences. The concrete experiences of place refer to the physical 

location, the child’s activities there, with whom and with what they interact. Abstract 

experiences on the other hand are the thoughts, emotions and other untouchable processes that 

a place evokes. It is necessary to recognize both aspects to gain a comprehensive 

understanding of children’s experience of place. This study will thus consist of a varied 

selection of methods. This approach is also in line with the understanding of the ‘social child’; 

the child is a person in her own right, just as an adult is, but with different competencies 

(James et al, 1995, p.13). These competencies must be taken into account when planning a 

study involving children as they are encouraged to communicate via outlets that we as adults 

usually disregard (Morrow, 2008 p.50). 

To position the study in terms of validity and reliability, both challenging with regards to 

qualitative studies, one must apply other methods to validate the study (Bryman, 2011, p.351-

376). As I subscribe to the idea that social reality is not absolute, but can be described in a 

variety of ways, this study will apply Lincoln & Guba’s criteria of trustworthiness and 

authenticity as presented in Bryman’s book ‘Social research methods’ (2011). In using 

different methods one can ‘triangulate’ the collected data by controlling the data against itself 

through different mediums (Bryman, 2011, p.254). By collecting data from drawings, 

observations and discussions the sources can validate each other and create a sound basis for 

analysis and raise the level of credibility. Further, by providing a ‘thick description’ of the 

group and the location studied the level of transferability of the results increases (Bryman, 

2011, p.355). Although the scope and time of the study is limited, efforts will be made to 

describe and detail the subjects of study as extensively as possible.  

The standards of authenticity are generally not used in social research (Bryman, 2011, 

p.357), however this study stroves to provide a  fair picture of the people and places studied. 

Through an evaluation of my place as a researcher and an awareness of the lack of any 

absolute objectivity a level of ‘confirmability’ will be attained (Bryman, 2011 p. 355).  

The choice of a qualitative study is a personal one but is also informed by the necessity to 

find and observe children’s physical and non-verbal interaction with place and each other. 

This kind of data can be most easily collected in-situ and through children’s spontaneous 

expressions of their relation to place. I also lean on Shamai and Ilatov’s argument that 
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quantitative studies is lacking when it comes to understanding the causes and relations that 

create feelings of content or discontent with regards to a place (2007, pp.474-475).  

The school was chosen via targeted selection (Bryman, 2011, pp.394-395) and due to earlier 

working experience I had easy access to the field. The school does not have a regular class 

system but incorporates children of different ages in larger base-groups. The participating 

children were an ‘age-group’ in such a base group, corresponding to the age of second-

graders. When writing ‘the children’ this is the group I refer to. The children studied were 

selected through a snowball selection (Bryman, 2011, pp.392-393) via communication with 

the teacher in charge, also my liaison at the school. The 16 children participated in the 

research over a time period of two weeks and exclusively participated in research stages one 

and three; of these 16 children five were girls and the rest boys, all eight or nine years old. 

The small number of girls was problematic; however the girls showed a larger interest in the 

study than the boys and were in almost all cases more active during the my interaction with 

them. A larger number of girls could have provided a more nuanced view of girl’s places and 

allowed for a greater diversity in views and they seemed to interact with each other in one 

larger group.  

 

2.1 The methodological stages 

 

The study was set up in three stages; drawings, observation and group discussions which are 

presented below. 

 

2.1.1 Drawings 

Stage one included the presentation of the study for the children, as well as an initial exercise 

where they were asked to draw the schoolyard and their liked and disliked places. These 

drawings provided their own information but also assisted the later stages of the study. As 

Cele puts it: Artistic and creative methods do not just allow a child to document her 

experiences and thoughts, but the creative aspect also encourages the child to dig deeper into 

her experiences (2006 p.173). These drawings allow the children to express their abstract 

experience of place through creative and engaging exercise and expand their understanding of 

the places they visit daily. Further, the drawings gave a basis for the observation in stage 2 

and supported my initial understanding of the schoolyard from a child’s perspective; it helped 

me observe through the glasses of childhood, providing a counterpoint to the perspective of 

the adult. During stage three the drawings created a point of discussion and helped remove the 

‘physical detachment’ (Anderson and Jones, 2009 p.298) by providing a direct visual 

connection to the schoolyard. In the analysis of the drawings it is of importance to 

acknowledge two difficulties as pointed out by Cele (2006 p.176). The first is to talk to the 

children about the pictures and not what they actually are. Children often find a discrepancy 

between what they draw and what they try to represent and might make them feel 

uncomfortable. The second problem is related to the first. The researcher must have a serious 

and respectful attitude to the children’s drawings and to avoid the adult narrative of finding 

children and their creations ‘amusing’, the drawings must be seen as meaningful and as 
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individual portrayals of space. These problems were kept in mind both during the drawing 

process but also in the discussions during stage three.  

 

2.1.2 Observation 

Stage two is the most comprehensive part of the study in terms of time and was performed 

over five days. The children were observed during their lunch and morning breaks for a total 

of 1 hour to 1 hour and 30 minutes each day. I joined them in the canteen each day for about 

15 minutes which allowed for informal talk and discussions although the end results of these 

observations were minimal. Besides observing the activities of the children in the group, the 

physical location and the interactions with adults and other children were observed. 

My role as an observer was known by a majority of the children in the school, and if they 

asked me I told them about it. As all parents have been informed of my activities some 

information was likely to trickle down to the children. Teachers had also informed the 

children of my activities. I filled the role of an observer-as-participant, participating in the 

daily activities but as a known researcher (Bryman, 2011 p.388-389). I engaged the children 

in small talk, but almost never got a chance to participate in their break activities. Through 

talks with adults and teachers in the schoolyard I was introduced further to the daily activities 

and the rules of the schoolyard. Some places of interest were photographed after school hours 

to provide a backdrop for my own understanding and to provide a snapshot of places of 

importance (see Appendix 2) 

 At the beginning my activities seemed to be a distraction to the children and their 

activities but over time this effect lessened. Therefor I strongly believe that a longer period of 

observation would be needed for me to become a more natural part of the children’s break 

activities. Further, the ethics related to this kind of research sometimes complicated matters. 

Being male in such a setting I had to be aware of not talking to single children and to be 

visible in my activities. I expand on this later in the chapter. I also avoided wandering away 

with the children to the places that lacked adult supervision; both those places they wanted to 

show and those I wanted them to show me. I always tried to include at least two or three 

children at a time meaning some opportunities passed. Some children affected my 

observations more than others; those that responded well to my questions were more 

influential in shaping my understanding of the schoolyard and sought my attention more 

often.  

 

2.1.3 Group Discussions 

Stage three comprises four group discussion with four participants in each group, as close as I 

could come to the three participants recommended by Cele (2006 p.71) in her thesis on 

methodology in research with children. A group of such size ought to be sufficient for 

achieving an informal setting and allowing the researcher to comprehend what is being said. 

The group discussions took place last in the hope that the children would have a better 

understanding of me and feel secure enough to share their thoughts and feelings. The 

discussions also provided an opportunity to ask about uncertainties and questions that arose 

during earlier stages of the study. These discussions allowed the children to expand on their 

drawings and their experiences of the schoolyard. Cele (2006, p. 71) notes that the use of 
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children’s own material helps create an informal setting and a natural transition into the 

interview setting due to the interaction with their own material.  

The interview guide was mostly open with some general themes and sub-questions that I 

relied upon when the discussions and conversations between the children ceased. Generally 

the discussions where halting at best, and thus they became more like semi-structured group 

interviews at times. There was an issue with children not participating equally, I tried to 

include them in the discussions but they often chose not to, and two participants left 

prematurely. At the beginning of the discussions I informed them of the value of their 

expertise to my work, which seemed to bolster their confidence. The four interviews varied 

between 21 and 30 minutes and were recorded with my mobile phone while I simultaneously 

noted down the children’s more indirect references to place, such as pointing or just stating 

there. The microphone proved to be a distraction to some and often became its own topic of 

discussion; nonetheless it was a more than helpful tool. All group interviews were transcribed 

and analyzed in their entirety. Since all the children spoke Swedish their statements have been 

translated with the goal to retain as much of the original meaning as possible. To clarify the 

statements I have cleaned some statements from repetitions and nonsense words and also 

corrected some grammar to ease the understanding of the statements without the assistance of 

body language. 

 

2.2 Ethical considerations 

 

Besides the methodological approach, research concerning children must always be 

considerate of the ethical issues and implications that the research might have on those 

participating, or as Alderson so succinctly put it: Ethics is about helping researchers to 

become aware of hidden problems and questions in research, and ways of dealing with these, 

though it does not provide simple answers. (2006 p. 26) Ethics must be considered throughout 

the research process to notice issues that are easily overlooked. These ethical considerations 

are often highlighted in research involving children and are ever-present in methodological 

reasoning. In her article on the ethical dilemmas of  research with children Morrow (2008, 

p.52) provides four considerations that are specific to studies involving children: 

individuality, consent, hierarchies of power, and exploitation, 

The first problem is the neglect of children’s individuality and the tendency to see 

children as a homogenous group. As Sieber argues that all participants must be seen as 

individuals with a manifold of interests and feelings (1993, p.14). This will be taken into 

account through awareness and by avoiding unnecessary generalizations. 

Secondly one must be certain that the children are allowed to, and want to, participate in 

the study. This will be done through a three step process. The negotiation with ‘Adult 

gatekeepers’ is required to access the field of study with regards to children (Morrow, 2008 

p.54). These gatekeepers are the teachers and school board and are the key to accessing the 

area of study. The parents will be approached through an information pamphlet distributed 

with the help of the school, explaining the research and the connected activities. For the 

purpose of observation the permission from the school and parental information would have 

to suffice as it seemed unrealistic to get written consent from every guardian at the school. 
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The children that actively participated in the study gave their own consent and written consent 

was attained from their guardians. Both Morrow (2002) and Alderson (2006) argues that 

consent is an ongoing process and therefor the participants was informed that it was possible 

to quit their participation at any time and ‘adult gatekeepers’ was told that a withdrawal of 

their children was possible at any stage during the study. I must also expand on things that 

might be told to me in confidence that has implications for the children’s bodily and mental 

health or times when I suspect harm is coming to a child. Such issues must be reported to 

those in charge but such action from any researcher must first be communicated with the child 

to avoid any betrayal of trust (Morrow, 2008 p.54).  

Thirdly it is important that the researcher can find a close to equal power distribution with 

the children and create an informal setting and a comfortable milieu for discussion and in the 

use of different research methods some level of equality can be attained. Teachers will be 

excluded when possible to remove some of the inhibitions the school setting creates 

(Anderson & Jones, 2009, p.295). By removing authority figures, issues normally avoided in 

conversations and discussions could come into light, although my presence as an adult 

researcher could create similar inhibitions. Further, by conducting much of the 

communication with groups of children no one will be singled out and put in a position of 

powerlessness. On the other hand, this might entail a loss of information as the children might 

be uncomfortable disclosing some information in a group setting. The use of drawings allows 

the children to expand on their own knowledge of the schoolyard as knowledgeable 

individuals with specific expertise that I lack, which could make them feel on a more equal 

footing with me. 

Fourth is the issue of exploitation: that of the children not being able to stand up for 

themselves if misrepresented in research. Due to the limited nature of this thesis this factor is 

less of a problem but also hard to address. As the thesis is written in English and in a language 

that is hardly suitable for children of such a young age, comprehension of the purpose and end 

result might be hard to attain. The guardians and adults at the school are given the opportunity 

to acquire a copy of the study upon its completion. Thoroughness in the research and care in 

the analysis and recording of statements ought to minimize the risk of careless 

misrepresentation. 

 

2.3 The researchers background 

It is of some importance that I portray my own role in the research and my earlier 

experiences of working with children as it allows some insight into my background and my 

position in relation to my research. I have worked in preschool off and on for some time and 

spent many hours caring for, observing and playing with children of different ages. The large 

number of hours spent at different institutions from an early age intrigues me with regards to 

what it does with children’s identity and sense of belonging. I am aware of the issue of 

authority and putting myself on equal footing with the children. Further I must also be aware 

of the habit of assuming an educational role when conducting my research; this will be 

achieved through reflexivity and an awareness of my own role.  

One issue must be addressed here; that of gender, and in this case my own. I have 

received cautionary comments from relatives and others about the risks of being a man in the 
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field and working in places of children. Recent media attention on child molestation 

conducted by men in school settings brings about concerns regarding the safety of children 

which must be seen as legitimate, but these concerns also creates a narrative of ‘men-as-

abusers’ in the school setting. The recent attention given to such a case here in Sweden and 

the expert commentary in the aftermath questioning adult male participation in education of 

children in the lower ages may stain the view of many men working in such settings and may 

also reflect poorly upon myself in the field, as a man performing research with children. This 

factor is one I can do nothing about, except to inform about my activities extensively, 

focusing on transparency and communication to make guardians and adults in connection to 

the school feel at peace with my presence there. How much of this caution the children 

perceive, I do not know. 

 

 

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

In this chapter I explore the theoretical framework on which I base my understanding of what 

was observed, told and shown to me, and which also creates the basis for my analysis. 

 

3.1 Place & Identity 

Many researchers explain place as a representation of a physical location that contain more 

than the physical attributes themselves, it is a physical location given meaning. (Anderson and 

Jones, 2009; Asplund, 1983; Cele, 2006; Rose, 1995).  Thus according to Asplund (1983) 

every location is not a place, but every place is a location, as some locations lack the ability to 

be responsive to the people that interact with it. Responsiveness means the ability to get to 

know and influence a place (Asplund, 1983, pp. 181-182). Space on the other hand is 

sometimes presented as an abstraction, a set of coordinates without inherent meaning, some 

on the other hand sees place as localized space (Cele, 2006 p. 35) and others see it as an 

enabler and constraint for human action (Anderson and Jones, 2009 p.293).  

As mentioned earlier place is more than a physical location, the people that experience it 

give it meaning. These places are connected to certain meanings, feelings, experiences and/or 

memories, what Rose calls sense-of-place (1995, pp. 88-89). The things that constitute sense 

of place are highly personal and are also shaped by the social, economic and cultural context 

that people exist within, a duality between the social and the physical (Shamai and Ilatov, 

2005, p.468). Individuals and groups create a sense of place through the social interactions, 

usage of place and relationships both with each other and with the physical place itself (Rose, 

1995, pp. 88-89). This highlights both the importance of understanding group dynamics and 

individual experience of a place. 

 Since people spend their lives in a multitude of places, each connected with a sense-of-

place, place is important to the shaping of identity. As we constantly exist within places filled 

with meaning some can become so central to a person that they shape the identity of those that 

experience it (Rose, 1995, pp. 88-89). Arguably the schoolyard might not be such a place for 

everyone; however as a place of intense social interaction with other children and adults it 

should have some bearing on the formation of identity. Identity in this case is defined as the 
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tool with which we define ourselves, others and the relations we have to others (Rose, 1995, 

p. 88-89).  

 

3.2 Place & Belonging 

Rose (Rose, 1995, pp. 89-96) argues that there are three ways in which place can connect to 

identity. First through a feeling of belonging to a place, this sense of belonging can also 

provide a strong feeling of belonging between people (Cele, 2006, p. 36). Hernández et al. 

(2007, p. 310) expands on the idea of belonging by separating feelings and identity: ‘Place 

attachment’ refers to a specific location where people (…) prefer to remain and where they 

feel comfortable and safe (Hernández et al., 2007 p.310). ‘Place identity’ refers to how people 

describe themselves as belonging to a place through interacting with it (Hernández et al., 2007 

p.310). To return to Rose; secondly one can identify against a place, by identifying oneself 

with that which a place is not. Thirdly one can experience a lack of identification to a place; 

this can often be the case when a place feels irrelevant to one’s identity. This is usually the 

case with regards to immigrants or refugees, when feelings of being an outsider and of not 

belonging stop the identification with a place (Rose, 1995, pp. 89-96). 

 

3.3 Children and Place 

Harju explores the relationship specifically between place and the child. She argues that 

children’s lives and their activities are intertwined with place in two ways, through both 

emplaced and spatial knowledge. Emplaced knowledge is built up through a child’s concrete 

interactions with place, spatial knowledge on the other hand is the knowledge of the wider 

locality and that is often transferred from adults (Harju, 2013, pp. 150-151). Although spatial 

knowledge often concerns larger scales, such as the neighborhood or the city, it is useful if we 

scale it down. By scaling down the concept we can acknowledge the influence adults have on 

children’s understanding of places close to the schoolyard that for one reason or another is 

off-limits or inaccessible. 

Harju also expands on the issue of sense of place by stating that children’s understanding 

of placed is a result of both movement in and around place and the images of them, which in 

turn are worked on and produced in collective activity with other children and with adults 

(Harju, 2013 p.151). This understanding differentiates between the influences of children and 

adults by not merely acknowledging that the social context is important but that the two 

collective views create sense of place together. It also places an importance on physical 

interactions with place, and the importance of adults in allowing children’s access to place.  

Adult’s influence on children’s places has been acknowledged by Gilliam who states that: 

 

In many Western Societies the relationship of children to physical places is different from that of adults, 

due to the fact that they do not move about freely, but are often restricted physically by adults who have 

the authority to decide their location. Thus children in these societies are often kept within specific 

physical places in order to protect their highly treasured and presumed vulnerable hearts, bodies and 

minds. (Gilliam, 2003 p.40) 
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The quotes focus on the physical limitations of children’s access to place, and the 

mandatory attendance to school and the rules that are connected to the school both act as 

restricting children’s movement and physical interaction with place, the gates and fences also 

provide physical restrictions in an obvious manner. Further Gilliam argues that the 

generational order of power together with the western view of children (as ‘vulnerable, 

changeable and immature’) sets children up as a dominated group in society (2003 p.40). 

James et al. (1998, pp.37-39) shares this line of thought in their exploration of ‘designated 

spaces’, the places where children are allowed and where they are not, as determined by 

adults. School is such a designated space with physical limits coupled with control and 

regulation of activities. This creates a frame of both physical and social restraints. With this in 

mind we can widen the idea of sense-of-place and access to emplaced knowledge to also 

include the constant negotiation with adults to gain access to not-allowed places and how an 

unequal access to place might affect the social interactions within it. Further we can use the 

‘generational order of power’ to explore the relationship between children and place. 

 

 

4. FIELDWORK 

 

This chapter presents the location that was studied, the data gathered and my reflections on 

the data. It has been subdivided into subchapters each representing one stage of the study, 

although the latter stages are influenced by the earlier ones. 

 

4.1 The school 

To explain the schoolyard I must also explain the school and its surroundings but to keep the 

school confidential I limit the details of the wider locality.  The school is located in a northern 

suburb of Stockholm with close to 200 students ranging from preschool to the sixth-grade. 

Located on the outskirts of an area of detached houses, row housing and larger residential 

housing it lies in the middle of large fields and sparsely wooded groves. Further away larger 

groves of ever-green can be seen and during the time of my activity there the dandelions 

flowered making the surrounding fields more yellow than green. It seemed like an almost 

idyllic location. A few rows of houses are located behind the school, making the surroundings 

a mixture of suburban housing and well-tended nature.  

As you enter the school you pass by a fenced-off daycare facility to the right, separate 

from the activities of the school. To the left you find a fenced of field of gravel, henceforth 

referred to as the brennball field due to its associated activities. As you proceed into the actual 

schoolyard it is a paved area with some planted trees and benches spread out in two clusters, 

one cluster is smaller and the other is a raised area called the half-moon due to its shape. 

Further in to the left lies the canteen, separated from the teacher’s room and principal’s office 

by a paved area. To the right lies the primary educational facilities in three lanes of barracks 

separated by paved areas, the first and second are connected by a built-in walkway, creating 

an inner yard between the first two lanes facing out towards the field. The buildings that 

houses the school activities are one story barracks from the seventies converted into a more 

permanent solution, only the canteen is different in shape, reaching above the other buildings 
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with its slanted roof. Further to the left lies the field, a wide expanse of grass featuring spread 

out groves, surrounded in its entirety by a paved road. Behind the last lane of barracks lies a 

larger soccer field. In appendix 1 you can find a crude overview of the schoolyard and the 

places mentioned, photographs can be found in Appendix 2. I will go into some detail 

regarding some places directly below; other places will be described as necessary in their 

relevant contexts in the rest of this chapter. 

The nutmeg, the birch and the oak are the three lanes of barracks that houses the 

classrooms and after school facilities. Each lane houses children of different age groups, the 

children participating in this study are primarily taught in the nutmeg. 

The inner schoolyard is an open area between the nutmeg and the birch (see Appendix 1) 

creating a closed off space mostly used by those in first- and second grade. The entrances to 

the nutmeg are located here. This is the primary location for the boy’s football activities. 

There are no goals as of such rather they are located between natural and built features.  

The china swing’s name does not explain its function; it is a swing of a larger variety, 

being a round net it allows simultaneous use by more than one child and needs more than one 

child to be used efficiently. 

The groves are three in number and are located on the grass field (see Appendix 1). To 

distinguish between them I have named them according to their activities or distinguishing 

features. The bench-grove is located next to a cluster of benches often, these two features are 

ofte used in conjuncture in games or play. The climbing grove is primarily used for climbing 

trees and is located in between the two other groves. Lastly the third grove is not usually 

referred to as it lies outside the allowed area; rather it acts as a point of reference in the 

explanation of the limitations of the schoolyard 

The half-moon is as formerly mentioned a raised area, named after its shape with a few 

trees and benches placed and planted atop it. The actual use varies day by day, but is primarily 

referred to as a place for talk and occasional tree-climbing. It is a place that the children are in 

disagreement over as it is liked by some and disliked by others. 

The Stone rose is an art-installment located beneath the nutmeg, it has a complex shape 

of flowing lines and gentle slopes. It was seldom used for activities during my time there, the 

older children did not seem to pay it much heed but it saw some activity from the younger 

children. According to a break-supervisor it is sometimes used as a fort or as a slide. 

 

4.2 Drawings 

The drawing session was the first stage of the research and also my initial contact with the 

children. They had been noticed of my arrival by their teacher but little else. After some 

explanations for my being there and some Q & A with the children, I gave them the 

assignment of drawing the schoolyard and include the places they liked and disliked but to 

feel free to include whatever they felt like, I introduced no limitations on how they could 

portray the schoolyard. The time allotment was 45 minutes but most finished their drawings 

before and was therefore given the task to draw freely for the remainder of the time. Some 

questions arose regarding the assignments execution such as; “can we draw as if viewing it 

from above?” or “is it okay to combine papers?” This was allowed and, once the idea was 

introduced many tagged along. As a majority of the children were seated in groups of three or 
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Drawing 1. Simon’s drawing of the 

schoolyard, depicting the inner yard. 

Drawing 2. Therese’s drawing of the schoolyard 

four I could notice some similarities in the way the 

tables drew their drawings, most likely influenced 

by each other. Out of 16 children 14 completed the 

assignment and handed in their drawings, all in 

color. The last two were home sick and did not 

attend the exercise. 

The drawings ranged from depicting a single 

place to a comprehensive view of all buildings and 

most of the places in the schoolyard. Those 

drawings that where more map-like focused 

primarily on the buildings and secondarily on the 

schoolyard in terms of time allotment. This might 

have to do with referencing but might also point to 

the schoolyard being seen as a secondary function 

to the schools primary functions. The accuracy of 

some drawings are remarkable, others did not place 

much importance in the spatial accuracy of their 

drawings, but drew what they wanted where they 

felt like it. 

There is a noticeable difference in the drawings 

made by boys and girls. Due to the limited amount 

of girls compared to boys, this difference might not 

be a general occurrence but there are clear 

differences in their depictions (see drawing 1 and 

2). All of the girls and two of the boys drew more 

map-like drawings comprising a larger part of the 

schoolyard, many included all buildings and parts 

of the schoolyard, leaving out lesser details. Most 

likely those places that were left out was those used 

for activities they do not engage with or places 

associated to boredom and lack of meaning. This 

contrast with seven of the boy’s drawings that is 

very limited in their depiction of the larger 

schoolyard and focus instead of a few places. These 

places are in all cases connected to the soccer fields with addition to a few places. Three of 

the boy’s depicted the groves as a negative place, telling me in conjuncture with the 

assignment that they are places you are more likely to get hurt at
1
. Four of the boy’s also 

depicted themselves performing some activity together with other children, or by themselves. 

The few places the boys depicted were usually drawn in some detail, depicting the limits and 

different parts of the place more accurately and detailed than the overhead drawings of the 

girls.  

                                                           
1
Interesting as I, during my observation, had to tend to bruised boys every now and then. Scrapes and bruises 

where common and a daily occurrence. 
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I asked some children to explain the thought process behind their drawing and received 

some interesting answers. Some of the children who drew a few places explained that they 

only drew and included those places that they liked, leaving out everything else. Some took a 

more systematic approach and ticked and crossed places, others circled the places they liked 

and some explained their drawings in writing. The approaches where many but together they 

created a vivid picture of what the schoolyard might be for the children. However the most 

marked differences between the drawings were their scale. Which is interesting as it could 

hint to an understanding of what is and what is not the schoolyard in the eyes of the children. 

Further, where the children prefer to be and the greater and lesser activity spaces of the 

children, both individually and gender-wise. These are mostly general themes and more 

information surfaced during the interviews, that information is presented below. 

 

4.3  Observation 

During my observation I followed the schedule of the age group chosen for the study. This 

allowed me to easily connect their break activities to the information I gathered in earlier and 

later stages of the study. It also had implications for my own observations as I mostly moved 

in those areas the children did, and that choice might have entailed some loss of information 

on the activities of other children. This approach went well in hand with the ethical guidelines 

as I focused on those children that I had received written consent from. I conducted the 

observation with a focus on the children’s activities and movement while at the same time 

trying to understand their physical location. Most days I brought my papers and pen with me 

but put them aside the last three days as I noticed that they acted as a barrier to my interaction 

with the children. The movement occurring on the schoolyard were sometimes overwhelming, 

and it was hard to keep up, especially on the first days when there was some uncertainty as to 

who belonged to what age group and base group, or as the children seemed to prefer it, what 

grade. It was hard to speak of feelings and abstractions in such a lively place with their 

attention focused on their activities, as of such much of the observation had to be analyzed 

and described through my own eyes and experiences. Some adult participation occurred as I 

asked break-supervisors about certain places or the limits that are put on children’s activities, 

these talks gave me an insight into the common views held by adults and into the reasoning 

behind certain rules.  

During the school lunch and sit with a different group of children each day, I thought that 

this would allow me some extra time to talk with the children and give them time to get used 

to my presence. However it was also a time of inner conflict between the habits of being a 

responsible adult and participating on an equal level with the children. In the end little 

information was gained during these 15 minutes each day but it gave me the opportunity to try 

to gain access to their activities. It worked once, as the group of girls accepted to give me a 

guided tour of those places that the girls thought where important which helped me 

understand the girl’s point of view. This was on a rainy day which might have allowed for this 

opportunity as the children had little else to do. The rain also helped to create a sense of 

equality between me and the children, as they saw me getting as just wet as them and we 

could laugh and joke about it. I had to borrow one of the schools raincoats that day but by that 

time the children I interacted with were aware of my position and reason for being there. They 
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did not seem to be affected by such a clear statement of a position of power which one could 

assume the adult school ‘uniform’ would bring. My actions might have separated me from the 

break-supervisors as they sought refuge from the rain, standing under roofs with umbrellas, 

quite separate from my activities. The rest of this sub-chapter will introduce my observations 

thematically to allow an easier understanding of the findings. 

 

4.3.1 Activity space 

The observation yielded much information on the different activity spaces of the children. 

Some children moved regularly from place to place while others stayed with one activity for 

days and days, always in the same location. I do not refer to this stationary behaviour in a 

being-still kind of way, they moved quite a lot, just within a clearly delineated space. This 

stationary behaviour was mostly connected to the practice of soccer and to a majority of the 

boys involved in it. Some boys and all of the girls shifted locations regularly making use of 

more places in their play. A popular game among the girls was ‘playing horse’ which took 

place all over the grass field but also at the bench-grove and those open spaces of the paved 

schoolyard that was easily accessible from the field. Those boys that usually traversed larger 

areas of the schoolyard played ‘war games’ with the purpose of finding each other and taking 

each other out. As they hid from and hunted each other they naturally made use of larger parts 

of the schoolyard. Both horse and war games involved children of other ages, while the soccer 

games were limited to the second-graders. War games were was primarily located near the 

houses and not out on the field, hugging the walls was more common than running out in the 

open areas. This also shows a difference between the genders in their usage of space, their 

play focused on different places located in different areas. Usually the games of girls and boys 

did not impede on each other. These are the major activities I noticed but as the activities are 

ever shifting (with the exception of soccer) the reality is not as static as described here. Some 

places are used by both boys and girls, mainly the groves but more rarely. The children play 

across gender lines every once in a while, although during my time there this was rare. The 

above description do show the greater trends of activities in a sufficient way however. 

 

4.3.2 Age hierarchies 

Older and younger children seemed to keep to different locations and use different places. As 

they play different games and use different locations in their activities this seemed only 

natural and is regulated by a number of rules separating places by age. Pre-schoolers are 

limited in their activities by only being allowed to use the space beneath the nutmeg; this was 

corroborated by the children and also in conversations with adults and break-supervisors. As 

this was a common place for activities among the children in the second-grade some 

complained that the younger children always played where they wanted to play. Further, the 

preschoolers were allowed to use the playground behind the canteen if they behaved and 

asked, or as two break-supervisors said as a carrot, presumably for good behaviour. The 

second-grades were not allowed to use the larger soccer field nor walk behind the three 

groves, nor were they allowed to climb trees, as this was an activity only for third-graders or 

older children. In my talk with a break-supervisor no such rule was explained to me, rather it 

was said that such rules were obsolete, however all of the children I talked to seemed to agree 
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that they were too young to climb. Besides regulating access to places age also acted as a 

factor of power, those that were older generally had access to the places that younger children 

used. This succession of places was noticed during two occasions, once when older children 

claimed the grass field for their break activities, the younger children then moved away 

voluntarily in a slow stream eventually leaving the grass field to those older than themselves. 

At the other occasion the second-graders wanted to use the playground behind the nutmeg and 

proceeded to do so. The younger children that used it moved to the swings, and in time the 

second-graders followed. The preschoolers then went away to do something else rendering the 

place free from younger children. At these times the succession seemed natural and without 

conflict. This succession of activities seems to be counteracted by the break-supervisors. As 

older children used the brennball field to hang around and socialize the younger children 

could gain access to the location through endorsement from the adults. As they were to use 

the brennball field for its original purpose the older children had to move, but not without 

loud complaints.  

The distinction between places of younger and older children became apparent as I 

observed the places where the second-graders played, not by some rules or conflict but by 

preference. Generally any questions I asked about disliked plces were met with negative 

answers, there were no places that were inherently disliked instead there were places you did 

not wish to be at. The reason for that was that they were boring or lacked interesting 

possibilities for activities. Places the children liked where those that were fun and allowed for 

activities they wished to partake in. This is not to say that place preferences did not involve 

other factors besides the fun/boring dichotomy instead the observations highlighted the issues 

of age and gender preferences. 

 

4.3.3 Rules and limitations 

The rules of the schoolyard seemed quite clear from my talks with the break-supervisors, 

although they all had different versions when it came to some locations. Most limits followed 

the natural limits of the schoolyard, both built and natural. The limits followed a line from the 

daycare fence, to the entrance, the surrounding parking lots next to the canteen, and the end of 

the large soccer field. These limits where never broken during my time observing, although 

admittedly most of them were located outside my main zone of interest, generally the limits 

follows the extent of the overview in appendix 1. The contested limit is that which seemed 

most abstract, the line that followed the groves, and ends before the third grove and turns back 

towards the daycare fence. The confusion concerned whether the limit goes in front or behind 

the groves and if you caul play in them at all. Other rules are often associated with this limit; 

such as whether you are allowed to climb the trees, I could seldom talk about one rule without 

the other being brought up. Generally the children shared a sense of where they were allowed 

and not. The reasons for the regulations surrounding the groves seemed clear to the children I 

spoke to among those reasons were  the danger of getting hurt, the lack of supervision
2
, the 

risk of quarrels and the need to protect the trees
3
. Some additional information was 

                                                           
2
 Very few break-supervisors spent any time in this half of the schoolyard during my observations, over-all 

they rarely ventured beyond the limits of the houses or beyond the swings next to the nutmeg. 
3
 Apparently neighbors to the field had complained that the children destroyed the trees, as of such rules 

were put into place to avoid such behaviour. 
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communicated by a break-supervisor as inappropriate objects that carry some danger to the 

children had previously been found by children in those groves. Generally the children 

referred to the accusation of damaging the trees as unfair and the accusation of quarreling as 

invalid as we never fight in our class. 

 

4.4 Group discussions 

The themes of the discussions touched upon the places that the children felt were theirs, age 

differences in the use of place, their feelings regarding places and also the rules and 

regulations that gave them access to or limited their access to place. As the discussions moved 

rapidly from one topic to another the subchapters are more of a guideline to the content rather 

than clean delineations between the different themes. 

 

4.4.1 Liked and disliked places 

Many liked any number of places, boys liked fewer places than girls in general in line with 

their earlier statements and the layout of their drawings. Most children could be quite clear on 

their liked places. The disliked places usually required some thought and some stated that 

there were no places they disliked; instead there were fun places and boring places. In 

discussion no. 2 the dislike of places was connected with the lack of activities: 

- Researcher: “Are there any places you dislike?” 

- Christian & Olof: “A lot (of places)!” 

- Olof: “Like the swings” 

- Christian & Olof: “And the basketball field” 

When asked why: 

- Olof: “Because they are boring!” 

- Christian: “Besides there is nothing to do there besides basketball” 

- Cilla: “Because they are a little boring, I prefer places that are a little fun” 

Generally the places that were boring were also used to a lesser extent and often not at 

all, as marked in their drawings which was the basis of our discussions and as observed 

previously. The places referred to as boring are often those places used more frequently by 

older or younger children. This can be exemplified by a discussion regarding places where 

older children use to be: 

- Malin: “They are mostly behind the oak, and.. how to explain, behind the birch.” 

- Nicolas: “They are mostly at the swings and the gravel field (brennball field) and 

behind the oak. They are like never around here (he circled the inner-yard and the 

grass field with his finger on the overview map).”  

These are locations few of the children actually drew or noted as places they liked. In some 

games such as different versions of ‘tag’ the children made use of these areas though: 

- Christian: “Like, the birch, I feel like you can be there if you play zombie-tag” 

- Olof: “Otherwise it’s boring” 

- Christian: “I mean, you use to be there and run around the whole school yard when 

you play zombie-tag.” 

I then asked if he meant the area between the oak and the birch 

- Christian: “No, I mean all over the school yard, if you play zombie-tag” 
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As can be seen from this conversation the uses of these ‘boring’ places are closely related 

to the usage of the schoolyard in its entirety rather than the place itself. The boy’s distinction 

between the entire schoolyard and the specific area is a clear implication of that. It might also 

be interpreted as the schoolyard being seen as a place in correlation to certain activities. This 

view was mirrored by other boys that played war games, both Kent and Johan (Discussion no. 

3) who talked most of these sorts of games. They supported Christian’s view that such games 

were not bound to any particular place but rather took place all over the schoolyard. War 

games were up for discussion many times as the rules surrounding them seemed ambiguous. 

All kids agreed that you aren’t allowed to hit each other, however war games are intrinsically 

about hurting or killing one another and many seemed to have a hard time to connect the rules 

with these practices and get them to fit together. 

- Emma: “You aren’t allowed to play at war” 

- Per: “Sometimes you can!” 

- Emma: “But like only if it isn’t gushing out blood /…/ As long as you don’t hurt 

anyone, as long as you take it easy” 

When asked what activities that aren’t allowed in the schoolyard: 

- Nicolas: “War, war games” 

- Therese: “Not war, big sticks” (as in: war is allowed, sticks are not) 

- Nicolas: “Yeah you are allowed to play at war, as long as you don’t hurt each other 

or like pretend you break your leg.” 

These interpretations of the rules acts as a limitation to daily activity without being intended 

to do so, although games of ‘tag’ such as these are not automatically violent, the combination 

of tag and themes of violence create some uncertainty as to if it is allowed or not. Such rules 

are created to keep the children from hurting one another, intentionally or by happenstance 

but have a second effect of limiting or blurring the line between allowed and not-allowed 

activities. 

When asked what they would like to change about the schoolyard many different 

suggestions came up but thematically the answers had much in common. The children wanted 

to fill the empty places with items that would provide opportunity for activities like additional 

playgrounds and climbing-walls. They wanted to remake boring places to be more fun and 

specifically more challenging. One group discussed how to make these new places safe with 

ropes, cords and soft mattresses so that they could play without hurting themselves. Either this 

speaks of an awareness of their own presumed fragility or that they see the necessity of safety 

to stop new rules being put into place that hinders their free activities. Such awareness could 

be symptomatic of the western understanding of the child or show an awareness of why and 

how limitations are put on activities. 

Many agreed that places with few or uninteresting activities lacked value. Examples of 

such places are the open paved areas, the empty places on the grass field and playgrounds that 

provided too few alternatives of activity. The opinions of some places clashed, most often 

regarding places with trees. In the following dialogue we are talking about where they would 

like to place these new things they want to introduce to the schoolyard. The conversation also 

showcases the individual connection to certain places and how places have value and meaning 

to some and not to others: 
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- Emelie:” /…/ Here in between (she points at the inner-yard), It’s so empty there.” 

- Simon: “WHAT?” 

- Emelie: “But it’s so empty there!” 

- Simon: “That shouldn’t disappear! We play football there!” 

This was one of the few times when the discussions turned heated, arguably the emotional 

response to an ‘assault’ on his place made Simon react strongly. As Simon was one of the 

soccer boys changes to the inner-yard would drastically alter his daily activities, further 

shown in his drawing where he drew the inner-yard soccer field exclusively (see drawing 1). 

Such a strong connection to place made the suggestion to fill an “empty” space feel like an 

attack, for him it was a place filled with meaning not an empty paved yard.  

 

4.4.2 Age hierarchies 

Earlier we touched upon how children of different ages made use of different places. The 

group discussions expanded on this age separation of the schoolyard and clarified the reason 

for such a separation. One such example is the portrayal of older children as scary and 

intimidating: 

- Per: “the worst part is that they are scary towards us” 

- Emma: “They run into us and they don’t even say they’re sorry, they are a little mean 

sometimes” 

They also argued that the older children had a decision-making position on the schoolyard 

that adds a dimension of ownership and an age hierarchy: 

- Malin: “There are some older children who decide” 

- There: “Yeah they use to decide” 

- Malin: “They think they own the place” 

Per also adds to the dimension of ownership concerning the inner-yard, stating that: 

- Per: “Here between the nutmeg and the birch, I believe only we should be allowed to 

be here, it is our place the most, /…/ I think it would feel weird if the older children 

would be there and see us play Pokémon or ninjas or turtles, it would feel weird. /…/ 

what if they laugh or something? We can’t defend ourselves /…/ we are like dolls to 

them, right? 

- Emma: “You feel a little scared” 

Per sees the inner-yard as their place, a place that should be safe from older children and their 

mockery of their ‘childishness’. It shows a clear hierarchy of less and more mature children 

and activities that are seen as legitimate to different age groups. This points to a need to act 

more mature to avoid harassment for your activities, however the inner-yard seems to be a 

place of relative security.  

Not only do some children feel threatened by the older children and find their associated 

places as less attractive, they also avoid places older children use. The common response is 

that they would rather just walk away than stay at a place older children use, they also 

abandon places older children want to use and take over. 

This shares much in common with the statements concerning younger children although 

the tendency is reversed, the children in my study now had the power to decide what places to 
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use although to a lesser extent. They did express some consternation regarding the younger 

children: 

- Nicolas: “They are mostly around here (pointing at the area below the nutmeg) 

because that’s where they are allowed to be.” 

- Therese: “That is what’s boring, perhaps there are no free swings” 

However these situations where younger children were in the way or used a place that the 

studied children meant to use was often solved in much the same way as the older children 

deal with the situation: by just using the place or telling the younger children to move away. 

Many also expressed dissatisfaction with their attitude: 

- Simon: “They use to pick fights with us, there is this small boy who always pick fights 

with me but he never dares to fight me. He’s a preschooler you know” 

- Christian: “I tell them to go away if I think they are really annoying, and the young 

kids are always trying to pick a fight with us older kids, but then I say don’t pick a 

fight with us that are older because then you’ll get hit in the face.” 

As I spoke to the children about those of younger ages they mostly referred to the 

preschoolers that are limited to specific areas in their activities. This points toward some 

feeling of inclusiveness between first- and second-graders, mayhap an effect of the base-

groups and similar rules regarding places and activities. One girl however included her own 

age group in the category of younger children: 

- Emma:  “We are never out there in front of the birch“ 

- Per: “We mostly want to be near the nutmeg” 

The other children chimed in and explained where they used to be, this time as smaller 

children in relation to older children rather than as older children talking about younger ones. 

They fell into this role of vulnerability as opposed to a position of power quite easily, this tells 

of the hierarchy of power being evident on the schoolyard and the tendency to kick 

downwards but also an awareness of their position close to the bottom in that hierarchy. 

 

4.4.3 Belonging and ownership 

The children expressed feelings of ownership or belonging with regards to the inner-yard, it 

was almost unanimously seen as their own. Many also saw the grass field as a part of their 

turf as well as the area behind the nutmeg usually associated with the preschoolers. In total the 

area commonly seen as their own coincide with the locations marked as liked on drawings and 

the observed places of activity. 

One boy explained another kind of belonging which was closely related to his own 

family, this was also expressed in his drawing which was the only one depicting an area 

outside the schoolyard. 

- Oliver: “This is soccer field /…/ and this is the daycare.” 

When I asked him why he drew it he said 

- Oliver: “Because my little brother goes there” 

It turns out he spends much time with his brother during the breaks and thus depicted and 

spoke about the daycare in a positive manner, and as it was a part of his daily activities it was 

also included in his drawing of the schoolyard. From the other children I learnt that he was 
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quite new in the group. This would point to a need to connect to that which is familiar in a 

place where he finds he does not really belong. 

 

4.4.4 Rules and regulations 

A much debated issue among the children was the actual rules concerning the limits out on 

the grass field, the most contested part of the limits were those not supported by natural 

features. The limit between the groves is an example of that and was explained by the children 

as being somewhere in front or behind the groves in a somewhat straight line although all 

agreed that the third grove was outside the area. One example of interpreting the rules is: 

- Emelie: “I use to be out on the grass field where there are no groves”  

As the rules are mostly told in relation to the groves rather than as a line going from one to the 

other, she refers to the grass field as without any limit and states that the true limit is farther 

away, at the paved road. Most believed that the limitations on the grass field were 

unnecessary and proposed many solutions to the problem; others argued that the rules were 

necessary, for example to avoid getting lost.  

Another discussion concerned the trees and groves, especially climbing. These two 

discussions intermingled and seemed to be interpreted as connected. I have touched on tree-

climbing earlier and little new emerged from the group discussions. Generally most children 

accepted the rules and understood why they existed but wished the situation was different. A 

minority of the children argued that tree climbing and playing in groves should be prohibited. 

This was often a winning argument and discussions regarding the groves were often 

connected to painful memories and stories. 

- Sören: “I can tell you why I don’t like it there, because once when I was climbing 

there, I got a branch up my nose, really high. /…/ I bled a lot.” 

In the end most agreed that one had to be careful. The connection between place and personal 

experience is evident and shows how some personal experiences are lifted up and put into the 

narrative that surrounds a place and places that are physically similar, what happens in one 

grove could happen in the other. Once again the accusations of damaging the trees and 

children quarreling emerged, but all agreed that they didn’t fight and that no one would 

damage the trees and saw the rules as unjust on those grounds. 

Some reacted against the rules limiting what they thought were everyday activities and 

asked why the rules of the schoolyard be different from the rules outside your own home: 

- Per: “What’s bad is that you can’t bike /.../ you should be able to have your own 

bike.” 

Johan chimed in at a later stage of the discussion: 

- Johan: “You should be able to do the things you do at home /.../ like biking.” 

A few children seemed to look at the schoolyard as they would the places outside their own 

home, a place of less regulated activity. Such an understanding would make the rules of the 

schoolyard seem unnecessarily limiting to the children. It also implicates a relation between 

the home and the school, where children might relate their experiences of home to those of the 

school. 
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There seemed to be some myths surrounding the rules of older children and some 

associated feelings of injustice. Many stated that the older children were allowed to leave the 

school premises to go and buy candy at the local kiosk:  

- Sören: “/…/ When you’re in the third grade you go to the kiosk and buy candy and 

stuff”  

I ask them to expand on it some more which revealed some inconsistencies: 

- Emelie: “Only adults (can go there).” 

- Sören: “Nah, fifth graders.” 

- Emelie: (keeping to her earlier answer) “Yeah because (name of an adult) use to go 

there and buy soda and stuff” 

Another myth is that of older children being allowed on the roofs: 

- Cilla: “They use to climb there without even needing something, I saw that once.” 

- Christian: “Yeah the fifth-graders do that, without even needing anything.” 

- Olof: “That’s because they want to go and get balls and stuff and then take them 

home” 

Once again we can see that the rules are a matter of some opinion and confusion. I argue that 

this is an effect of the larger activity spaces of older children and the general decrease of 

regulations on their activities. These myths act to underpin the order of power by associating 

older kids with greater freedom. The wish to be free like the older children was also expressed 

when I asked why they had drawn that they didn’t like it at the half-moon: 

- Therese: “Well, not right now but in third grade then you can climb the trees” 

- Nicolas: “If we would have made this drawing in the third grade, then it would be 

(included on his drawing as a place he enjoys).” 

The freedom associated with older ages allows places to be used in a greater capacity, and 

with that a place can turned to a liked place as it grows more fun. The rules surrounding 

activities could be seen as changing the meaning of place and as the rules changes so does the 

meaning of places. 

 

4.4.5: Trying to reach the meaning of the schoolyard 

The primary question that I used to find this meaning was “what is it that make breaks fun”, it 

is based on an assumption that interactions and activities in the schoolyard could hint at the 

greater meaning of the schoolyard through indirect hints. The answer was undisputed and 

seemingly simple. The breaks allow the children to experience and interact with different 

places, to break the chains of adult supervision and regulation, being allowed a certain degree 

of free will of what to do and with whom. 

- Per: “I think that the best thing with break is that you can be outside and run instead 

of sitting in the classroom sighing, and walk slowly.” 

- Per: “Sometimes it can get a little annoying when the teachers tells us to find 

something to do or when they find us something to do, they are just sitting inside, 

being lazy as usual.” 

The freedom that comes with breaks was highly valued, although the children enjoy adult 

participation in their break activities, Per especially seemed reluctant to allow them to decide 
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what those activities should be. The meaning of the schoolyard was not directly disclosed but 

a narrative of freedom emerged that was associated with break and in the end the schoolyard. 

 

4.4.6 Gender differences 

I brought up my observation that boys and girls tended to play different things and use 

different places. All agreed that if someone asked they could join in on most activities 

although most agreed that boys and girls play different things. So I asked whether the girls 

used to join the daily soccer games: 

- Emilie: “No.” 

- Simon: “YES! Therese and Emma are always joining us.¨ 

However when I turned it around and asked if the boys used to participate in the girls 

activities I received a clear “NO!” in complete unison from the boys in the group.  

This was the general responses from all four discussions although with less extreme 

responses. The girls and boys agreed that most children play with each other across gender 

lines from time to time, however the girls often found the activities of boys boring, and many 

boys were clear in their feelings on girl’s activities. The boys were generally more vocal in 

their rejection of activities related to the girls, especially on role playing games such as 

playing horse. The different activities we talked about and their associated places reflected my 

findings from the observation. As most boys where more stationary their places as fewer 

while the girls and some boys roamed the schoolyard and included a wider variety of places 

including the grass field. War games were seen as boyish games and were also those that 

covered the largest areas of the paved school yard. 

 

5. FINDING THE ANSWERS  

 

In this chapter the finding are analyzed with the aid of the theoretical framework presented 

earlier and tries to find answers to the questions introduced in this study’s purpose. 

 

5.1 The meaning of the schoolyard and its places 

Initially the schoolyard seemed like a place, but with a deeper understanding of its inner 

workings I came to understand it as a space filled with places. As the definition of place is a 

physical location connected with meaning, the schoolyard is arguably a space for the children 

as few stated any affection, identification or activity in connection to the whole schoolyard. 

This is a space constructed by adults rather than by the children, along the lines of James et 

al.’s ideas of designated spaces (1998, pp.37-39). However this adult designated space 

contains a number of actual places. Most places within the schoolyard had their own meaning, 

these meanings were individual and all children expressed different associations to places 

furthermore each individual’s schoolyard contained different places and varied in size. 

However, one greater narrative did emerge as I listened to the children’s stories and 

experiences. This narrative described the schoolyard as a space in opposition to the controlled 

environment of the school. These narratives expressed feelings of freedom from regulations 

on activities, movement and social interaction. This narrative is the closest to an answer to 

what the meaning of the schoolyard actually is. Although vague it is a powerful narrative that 
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is expressed as the reason rules need to be changed, it underpins the values that the children 

argue make places attractive and expresses a need to avoid adult regulation. Thus the meaning 

of the schoolyard is not singular or easily attained and might not even be important, as it bears 

little meaning to the children themselves through the looking glass of an adult. However each 

individual schoolyard seemed to connect to that larger narrative. Arguably a singular meaning 

of the schoolyard would do more harm than good as it would disregard most experiences and 

boil it down to “a place for play”.  

 

5.1.1 Spaces and places within the schoolyard 

The schoolyard also contains areas without any clear purpose, areas of boredom that lack 

any interesting features to the children. What places that would be are individual opinions and 

strongly connected to personal preference. The lack of features was a prominent point in 

discussions concerning changes of the schoolyard, and most propositions wanted to fill the 

empty spaces with places for activity and for meaningful engagements with each other and the 

features they wished to implement. This highlighted what made certain places in the 

schoolyard meaningful in the first place, the places that are fun, the places that allow 

challenging or interesting activities, or those places that could be transformed to become such 

places, it also strengthens the argument that physical interaction is important for children’s 

making sense of place and a basis for their connection to places (Harju, 2013; Sibley, 1995). 

But places can also have negative meanings, which was clear in the places of older children 

like close to the birch. The children identified most with the places they enjoyed and where 

they felt secure, these places also allowed them to perform those activities they wanted. They 

identified against those places they saw as boring, as belonging to older children or as 

insecure. These individual connections to place create a connected map of positive and 

negative areas; once again the individuality of children’s experiences makes such a ‘map’ 

suggestive at most. However it could be useful in the exploration of places and their effect on 

identity creation especially with regards to identification along the lines of age. As children of 

different age groups use different places they connect those places and their connected 

activities to age. It also creates bonds of belonging to places and between the children (Cele, 

2006, p. 36). Further, these findings supports earlier research on different ways of identifying 

with place (Rose, 1995). 

Identification to place could explain the strong emotional ties children had to places such 

as the inner-yard that were seen as ‘theirs’ in every regard. This was also a place where no 

older children were allowed as they look down on both the activities associated to the inner-

yard and the younger children themselves. The inner-yard could be seen as a haven. This 

sense of belonging varied somewhat between the children and some of the girls stated a 

stronger connection to the bench-grove. These connections seemed less rooted and less 

extreme than those of the boys that regularly used the inner-yard. In their drawings, the boys 

generally only included a few places and most boys focused on the inner-yard. This devotion 

to a single place was also observed during the observations. The boys also defended their 

place strongly against proposals of change from the girls. The identification with the inner-

yard and its associated activities was remarkable, there seemed to be few other acceptable 

activities. In contrast those children with a wider activity space and that provided drawings 
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with more map-like tendencies showed less tendencies to resist changes to place and were 

more hesitant in their defense of different places. Arguably the wider activity space leads to 

lesser identification with any singular place; rather they participated in more activities and 

used a larger number of places during their daily activities. Those with a greater activity space 

also reacted less when other children, younger or older, used the same places.  Even though 

the generational order of power as adapted from James et al (1998, pp.37-39) was clearly 

evident the greater use of the schoolyard seemed to coincide with lesser acknowledgement of 

any age conflicts and speaks of a territorial mindset, and also strengthens the argument for age 

as a strong identification factor for places of children.  

However according to the stories of most children the hierarchical order of power was an 

evident part of the schoolyard. Older children saw themselves as having the right to decide 

what places to use, through the threat of violence, other kinds of intimidation or by the silent 

overtaking of a place, expecting those younger to leave the premise. As the children that 

participated in the study was in the middle of this hierarchy they experienced all aspects of it, 

they could exert power on those younger than themselves but had to listen to those that were 

older. The older children were often seen as large and quite threatening both due to their size 

and their attitude. The stories of the children often sounded quite harsh and were delivered 

with emotion, however the observation supported the silent overtaking as more common and 

no violent conflicts were ever witnessed. 

 

5.2 Negotiating and playing by the rules 

The schoolyard is an environment filled with rules that seem commonsensical. Don’t hurt one 

another, don’t climb trees, do not play there - you can destroy something or get hurt, never 

walk past that line since we can’t see you. The goal of keeping children safe, under 

supervision and behaving nicely makes sense, to adults at least. These seemingly 

uncomplicated rules governing children’s activities and movement are most complicated to 

those subject to them. Many agree that adults formulate the spaces where children are 

allowed, and the schoolyard is such a place. The children exist within this space but there are 

additional limitations on activities and places within it that are deemed off-limits, showing 

that a designated space does not equal free access. In the case of the groves, external adult 

intervention shaped rules governing children’s activities and limited children’s access to 

place. Break-supervisors and teachers actively formulate rules to protect and limit children’s 

exposure to danger and harm, and also to contain the children in the designated space that is 

the schoolyard. Adults validate these rules by enforcing and explaining the reasons behind 

them which in turn shapes the spatial knowledge of those places. In connection with many 

children’s emplaced knowledge connecting for example the groves to painful memories and 

the general consensus among children that they need to be protected from harm thus children 

legitimizes the rules of the schoolyard and shape the image of places together with the scaled 

down spatial knowledge provided by adults.  

The limits of the designated space that is the schoolyard were mostly uncomplicated. 

However, where the rules became complicated or abstract and where there was lack of 

coherence in adult responses to children’s activities the situation changed. It complicated the 

understanding of the rules for the children. The lack of consensus in the children’s answers to 
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questions regarding the limits to the schoolyard out on the grass field speaks of a lack of 

understanding behind adult reasoning. And as the rules become more complicated and spread 

between the children they are subject change and warping, creating limitations that might not 

be real. As the children are left to interpret the rules in their daily activities, most times 

without adult supervision, some bend the rules and move beyond the allowed areas; actively 

counteracting the measures to keep children within their designated areas while the children 

still act within what they consider to be the rules. Arguably the rules shape children’s 

activities in many ways and do delineate the spaces of their allowed activities but not as 

clearly as James et al. or Gilliam argues. I would argue that children actively shape the rules 

in their interactions with each other by collectively discussing the rules and finding their own 

definitions thus bending and recreating the rules while still acting within them.  

Since the rules affect children differently depending on their age they also seem to help 

shape the generational order of power. As older children are allowed more freedom in their 

activities, take more responsibility for their actions and act under less supervision some myths 

regarding rules are created. As most children speak of the freedoms associated with getting 

older and have different versions of these stories, they could lend power to the legitimacy of 

older children in deciding what places are allowed for different activities. 

 

 

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

The schoolyard is a complex location more easily seen as space containing a multitude of 

places, however the greater narrative of freedom from adult regulations shape the meaning of 

places within this space and as of such it creates connections that binds space and place 

together. This freedom stands opposed to the regulations of the school and shapes what values 

that is associated to positive and negative feelings of place. Although I did not find an answer 

to the actual meaning of the schoolyard I found the components that do carry meaning. These 

components are the places, some of special importance, some of lesser importance. The inner-

yard seemed to be the most special of them all, a place of identification, ownership and 

belonging that connected the boys to place with strong bonds. The children that used a wider 

variety of places showed lesser bonds places but portrayed more places as places they 

enjoyed. These children also proved to participate less in the hierarchical order of power and 

seemed be affected by it to a lesser degree. Lastly the children’s agency in the shaping and 

negotiating of rules were greater than anticipated and speaks against the powerlessness often 

associated with children in their dominated situation under the heavy regulation of adults. 
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Interviews 

Group Discussion 1 

“Malin”, “Therese” and “Nicolas” 

Group Discussion 2 

“Oliver”, “Christian”, “Olof” and “Cilla” 

Group Discussion 3 

“Emma”, “Johan”, “Per” and “Kent” 

Group Discussion 4 

“Sören”, “Simon”, “Viktor” and “Emilie” 
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APPENDIX 1 – Overview of the schoolyard 
Based on the schools evacuation plan document and approximation 
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APPENDIX 2 Photographs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 1, the inner-yard 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 2, basketball field and the bench-grove 
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Picture 3, China swing, swing set and playground located behind the nutmeg. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Picture 4, the outer limit that goes in front of grove no. 3 and to the daycare gate 
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